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Abstract. An accurate control algorithm for small satellites is critical to mission success.
In this paper, a novel discrete-time Model Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC) algorithm
is developed based on a uni�ed approach for the attitude control of a three-axis stabilized
nonlinear satellite model. The linearized model of a satellite with unknown dynamic
parameters is derived and a Recursive Least Squares (RLS) algorithm is used to identify
the linear model's unknown parameters. In order to take into account the nonlinear
model of satellite dynamics, the proposed MRAC strategy is used considering the linear
model, the estimation error; and the di�erence between the actual nonlinear system and
the linear model outputs. The actual nonlinear model of the satellite includes moments
of inertia uncertainties, external disturbances, and sensor noise on the outputs. The
introduced controller performance is compared with a conventional discrete -time MRAC
which demonstrates excellent simultaneous regulation and tracking capabilities.

© 2020 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Designing a proper algorithm to control a satellite
for accomplishing various missions constitutes a large
portion of design activity. As a result, various control
strategies ranging from classical to advanced methods
have been developed and applied to satellites [1,2]. Due
to unknown environmental conditions and parameter
uncertainties in the dynamics of the satellite model,
classical controllers are not so appropriate. To over-
come such problems, robust controllers, such as H1,
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have been proposed to alleviate the e�ect of parameter
uncertainty [3{6]. However, robust controllers, in
general, do not exhibit appropriate performance when
considering large parameter variations. In this case, to
improve satellite response while encountering large pa-
rameter changes, adaptive control methods have been
proposed [7]. The instabilities of adaptive controllers
have been demonstrated under several conditions [8{
10]. The use of a projection function in adaptive
control is a common method which guarantees bounded
parameter estimation in control of a satellite [11,12].
Another method to make an adaptive controller robust,
is the dead zone method [13].

To improve the performance of adaptive control,
combined algorithms, such as fuzzy-adaptive, sliding
mode-adaptive or neural network adaptive algorithms,
have been proposed [14{17], although, implementing
these methods is not simple. In Ref. [18], an adaptive
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sliding mode trajectory tracking controller for a coop-
erative spacecraft rendezvous with coupled uncertain
dynamics is designed.

To enhance the performance of the satellite in the
presence of reaction wheel faults, an adaptive control
algorithm has been proposed in Ref. [19].

Obviously, implementation of adaptive controllers
on electrical boards necessitates the adaptive law
to be designed in discrete-time. Backstepping is a
common discrete-time adaptive method which has
been used for satellite attitude control [20{22]. Cruz
and Bernstein designed and implemented various
model reference adaptive controllers in a discrete-time
model [23].

Landau introduced a control strategy called the
\uni�ed approach" which is inherently based on linear
models [24]. A uni�ed approach controller based on the
nonlinear model of a satellite is designed in Ref. [25] by
applying linear regression to identify the parameters
of the nonlinear model. Despite the above described
e�orts, the lack of robustness of the identi�cation
algorithm is proved in Ref. [13]. Extensive compu-
tational calculations have been the biggest obstacle
in the development of adaptive controllers in the
past. Processor development is one of the reasons
that the designers were willing to apply adaptive
controllers.

In this paper, a discrete-time Model Reference
Adaptive Control algorithm (MRAC) is designed based
on a uni�ed approach for a three-axis stabilized non-
linear satellite model in the presence of uncertainty in
the inertia matrix, external disturbance, and sensor
noise.

The outline of this paper is organized as follows:
In Section 2, the satellite's dynamic equations are
introduced. The nonlinear MRAC law based on the
uni�ed approach is introduced in Section 3, and in
Section 4, the simulation results are presented. Finally,
the key conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2. Satellite equations of motion

The angular momentum equation of the satellite rigid
body about its center of mass is simply given as Eq. (1):

~T = _~H; (1)

where ~H = J~!B=E is the angular momentum vector
of the satellite rigid body about its mass center and
~T is the external moment acting on the satellite body.
~!B=E is the angular velocity vector of the body frame
with respect to the Inertial reference frame, and:

J =

24Ixx Ixy Ixz
Ixy Iyy Iyz
Ixz Iyz Izz

35

is the moments of inertia of the satellite's body. _~H is
de�ned as below [26]:

_~H �
�
d
dt
~H
�
E

=
�
d
dt
~H
�
B

+ ~!B=E � ~H: (2)

By de�ning ~!B=E = ~! and applying Eq. (2), the
aforementioned Eq. (1) becomes [26]:

~T =
�
d
dt
~H
�
B

+ ~!B=E � ~H =
�
d
dt

J
�
B
~!

+ J
�
d
dt
~!
�
B

+ ~! � J~!; (3)

where
� d
dtJ
	
B = 0 and

� d
dt~!

	
B =

� d
dt~!

	
E = _~!.

Therefore, Eq. (4) is obtained [26]:

~T = J _~! + ~! � J~!: (4)

The satellite kinematic equation can be presented as
below [27]:24!x!y

!z

35 =

24S�S C 0
S�C �S 0
C� 0 1

3524 _�
_�
_ 

35
+

24S�S C 0
S�C �S 0
C� 0 1

3524 0
�!0

0

35 ; (5)

where �, �, and  (roll, pitch, and yaw angles,
respectively) are the Euler angles; and !0 is orbit
angular rate.

2.1. Environmental disturbance and sensor
noise

Satellites are prone to environmental disturbances in-
cluding gravity gradient disturbance, aerodynamic dis-
turbance, solar radiation disturbance, etc. Obviously,
the main disturbance on a low earth orbit satellite is the
gravity gradient disturbance. In this paper, in order to
investigate the disturbance e�ects, it is assumed that
the maximum in�nity norm of summation of all torque
disturbances except the gravity gradient torque is lower
than the gravity gradient torque disturbance.

~Td = ~Tg + ~Ta + ~Ts + � � �;
~Td1 = ~Ta + ~Ts + � � �;
max

~Td1

1 � ~Tg
1 ; (6)

where ~Td is the disturbance torque, ~Tg is the gravity
gradient disturbance and ~Td1 is all other disturbances
including aerodynamic and solar radiation. Clearly, the
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assumption considered here is quite rational, since the
main disturbance, which a�ects satellites in low Earth
orbit, is the gravity gradient disturbance. The worst
case of gravity gradient disturbance is presented below:~Tg

1 =
3�

2R3
e

(Izz � Iyy) sin(2�); (7)

where � = 3:986� 1014 m3

s2 is the Earth's gravitational
parameter, Re = 6378 km is the Earth radius, and �
is maximum deviation from the vertical axis.

In this paper, it is assumed that the gravity
gradient disturbance is known and other disturbances
are unknown. The sensor noise considered in this
research is a random noise, whose bound is 0.2.

3. Discrete-time MRAC design using uni�ed
approach

In the following, a novel MRAC based on a uni�ed
approach is designed for a system in which time delays
and system order are to be known but the system
parameters, including initial conditions (altitude and
attitudes) and moments of inertia are unknown.

Accordingly, �rst, a discrete-time linear model
of the time invariant system is derived, and then the
adaptive control algorithm is designed based on this
model. The discrete linear time-invariant system is
considered as below [24]:

yp(k) =
z�tdB

�
z�1�

A (z�1)
u(k);

td > 0; yp(0) 6= 0; (8)

where z�1 is a backward shift operator. yp(k), u(k),
and td are the system's output, input, and time delay,
respectively. B(z�1) and A(z�1) are the polynomials
of the numerator and denominator of the discrete-time
transfer function which are unknown in this paper.
the polynomials B(z�1) and A(z�1) are modeled as
below [24].

B
�
z�1�=b0+b1z�1+� � �+bNBz�NB ; b0 6=0; (9)

A
�
z�1� = 1 + a1z�1 + a2z�2 +� � �+ aNAz

�NA : (10)

In our novel MRAC, the reference model is de�ned as:

ym(k) = z�td F
�
z�1�

C1 (z�1)
r(k); (11)

where C1(z�1) and F (z�1) are polynomials of the
numerator and denominator of the reference model
transfer function. C1(z�1) is asymptotically stable,
r(k) is a bounded reference sequence, and ym(k) is
the output of the reference model. In order to track

the desired model reference, the system output (yp(k))
must satisfy Eq. (11), therefore [24]:

C1
�
z�1� yp(k) = z�tdF

�
z�1� r(k): (12)

Hence, the error equation is de�ned as:

e(k) = yp(k)� ym(k): (13)

Obviously, for the tracking objective where yp(k) must
track ym(k), the following equation holds [24]:

C2
�
z�1� e(k + td) = 0; k > 0; (14)

where C2(z�1) is an asymptotic stable polynomial as
described in Eq. (15) [24].

C2
�
z�1�=1+1z�1 + 2z�2+� � �+nz�Nc2 : (15)

For the objective of regulation (ym(k) is a constant),
the control system must reject any disturbance in the
initial moment (yp(0) 6= 0). Therefore, the equation
below must be satis�ed [28]:

C2
�
z�1� yp(k + td) = 0; k � 0: (16)

For a plant with unknown parameters, the recursive
least squares error algorithm is a common identi�cation
algorithm, which has been implemented in this paper.
Therefore, The estimated output will be computed as
follows [28]:

ŷ(k) = �(k)�̂(k); (17)

where \^" represents the estimation parameters. In
Eq. (17), ŷ(k), �̂(k), and �(k) represent the estimated
outputs, estimated parameters, and regression vectors,
respectively, de�ned according to Eqs. (18) and (19):

�̂(k) =
h
â1(k)â2(k); � � � ; âNA(k);

b̂0(k); b̂1(k); � � � ; b̂NB (k)
iT
; (18)

�(k) = [� yp(k � 1); � � � ;�yp(k �NA);

u(k � 1); � � � ; u(k �NB)]: (19)

The estimation error is de�ned as:

"(k) = yLp(k)� ŷ(k); (20)

where yLp(k) is the output of the satellite linear model
(Eq. (8)). According to Eq. (20) the linear model's
output has been obtained as below:

yLp(k) = ŷ(k) + "(k): (21)

By substituting Eq. (21) in to Eq. (14) and using
Eqs. (18) and (19), the control law is obtained as follow:
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u(k) =
1
b̂0

�
C2
�
z�1� ym(k + td)� �1

�
z�1� ŷ(k)

��2
�
z�1�u(k) + C2

�
z�1� "(k)

�
; (22)

where:
C2
�
z�1� = A

�
z�1�S �z�1�+ z�td�1

�
z�1� ;

Nc2 = NA + td � 1;

S
�
z�1�=1+s1z�1+� � �+snsz�Ns ; NS= td�1;

�1
�
z�1� = �0 + �1z�1 + � � �+ �N�1

z�N�1 ;

N�1 = max(NA � 1; Nc2 � td);
�2
�
z�1� = B

�
z�1�S �z�1�� b0: (23)

The block diagram architecture of the controller is
shown in Figure 1.

The �rst novel modi�cation of the control al-
gorithm which has not been previously implemented
in the uni�ed approach is the augmentation of error
estimation in the control law.

3.1. Problem de�nition
In this section, a MRAC is designed for a linear
three-axis stabilized satellite. Then, it is extended
for the nonlinear dynamic equation of motion in the
presence of the axes coupling, un-modeled dynamics,
external disturbances, and sensor noise. Accordingly,
the satellite attitude dynamic equations are initially
linearized as Eq. (24) [27]:8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:

�� = Tx�4!2
0(Iyy�Izz)�
Ixx

�� = Ty�3!2
0(Ixx�Izz)�
Iyy

� = Tz�!2
0(Iyy�Ixx) 
Izz

(24)

Figure 1. Control algorithm block diagram.

Obviously, there is a di�erence between Eq. (24) and
satellite's actual output.

~yN � ~yLP = ~�; (25)

where ~yN is the output vector obtained from the
satellite's actual output and ~yLP is the output vector
derived from the linear equation of motion equa-
tion (24). Since a linear model is used in the adaptive
controller design, it is necessary to apply the vector
~� =

�
d1 d2 d3

�T in the control algorithm. In other
words, the nonlinear equation of motion is rewritten as
Eq. (26):

ypi(k) =
z�tdBi

�
q�1�

Ai (q�1)
ui(k) + di;

td > 0; ypi(0) 6= 0; i = 1; 2; 3; (26)

where:8><>:yp1(k) = �(k)
yp2(k) = �(k)
yp3(k) =  (k)

(27)

8><>:u1(k) = Tx(k)
u2(k) = Ty(k)
u3(k) = Tz(k)

(28)

The nominator and denominator of Eq. (26) are:

Bi
�
z�1� = b0i + b1iz�1; (29)

Ai
�
z�1� = 1 + a1iz�1 + a2iz�2: (30)

According to Eqs. (14), (22), (24) and (26), the input
vector is obtained as Eq. (31):

ui(k) =
1
b̂0i

�
C2
�
z�1� ymi(k + td)� �1

�
z�1� ŷi(k)

� �2
�
z�1�ui(k)+C2

�
z�1�"i(k)

+C2
�
z�1�di(k)

�
:

(31)

The second modi�cation on the control law which
causes considerable performance enhancement, is to
add the e�ect of the ~� =

�
d1 d2 d3

�T vector in the
control law of Eq. (22). The two-step modi�cation on
the uni�ed approach introduced in this paper has not
been previously applied in other literatures.

The block diagram of the control system is illus-
trated in Figure 2.

The proposed control strategy stability can be
easily proved using Popov's method [29].

3.2. Stability proof
Theorem: The hyper stability concept deals mainly
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Figure 2. Control algorithm block diagram.

with the stability properties of standard feedback control
systems, which satis�es the below inequality:

k1X
k=k0

uT (k)y(k) � �2
0 for all k1 � k0: (32)

Considering Popov's hyperstability, the necessary and
su�cient condition for asymptotic stability of a general
transfer function of a linear system G(z�1), with a
standard feedback controller is that G(z�1) must be
strictly positive real.

3.2.1. Stability of the designed algorithm
According to Eqs. (21), (25), (29), and (30), the output
of the satellite equation of motion is:

ypi(k) =b̂0iui(k) + b̂1iui(k � 1)� â1iz�1ypi(k � 1)

� â2iz�2ypi(k � 2) + "i(k) + di(k); (33)

where:

ypi(k) =

8><>:�(k) if i = 1
�(k) if i = 2
 (k) if i = 3

ui(k) =

8><>:Tx(k) if i = 1
Ty(k) if i = 2
Tz(k) if i = 3

(34)

By using Eqs. (13), (31), (33), and (34) the error is
obtained as below:

8><>:e1(k) = �11e1(k � 1) + �12e1(k � 2) + �1(k)
e2(k) = �21e2(k � 1) + �22e2(k � 2) + �2(k)
e3(k) = �31e3(k � 1) + �32e3(k � 2) + �3(k) (35)8><>:
G1
�
z�1� = e1(k)

�1(k) = 1
1��11z�1��12z�2

G2
�
z�1� = e2(k)

�2(k) = 1
1��21z�1��22z�2

G3
�
z�1� = e3(k)

�3(k) = 1
1��31z�1��32z�2

(36)

As a result of Popov's hyperstability theory, for asymp-
totic stability G1(z�1), G2(z�1), and G3(z�1) must
be strictly positive real. Therefore, the following
conditions must be satis�ed:

1. The error transfer functions (Eq. (36)) must be
positive real;

2. �i(k), �2(k), and �3(k) must be bounded.

The stability of the estimation algorithm has been
proved in [29]. The �rst condition of stability is
achieved by appropriate selections of the model refer-
ence and C2(z�1). Since the external disturbances, sen-
sor noise, and the un-modeled dynamic are bounded,
�1(k), �2(k) and �3(k) are consequently bounded.

According to the satellite dynamics and achieving
the stability purpose of the control law, the C1(z�1)
and C2(z�1) are considered as order 2. Therefore, the
desired poles of C1(z�1) and C2(z�1) polynomials are
selected as f0:07; 0:05g and f0:01; 0:01g respectively,
Thus:

C1(z�1) = 1� 0:12z�1 + 0:0035z�2; (37)

C2(z�1) = 1� 0:02z�1 + 10�4z�2: (38)

To show the e�ectiveness of the proposed method,
a model reference adaptive controller, without con-
sidering estimation error and the \�" parameter, is
designed here. According to Ref. [24], the control law
is de�ned as below [24]:

ui(k) =
1
b̂0i

�
C2
�
z�1� ymi(k + td)� �1

�
z�1� ŷi(k)

��2
�
z�1�ui(k)

�
: (39)

4. Numerical results

Numerical results of the closed loop tracking maneu-
ver for small roll, pitch and yaw angles with initial
conditions �(0) = 10�, !x(0) = 4 deg

sec , �(0) = 10�,
!y(0) = �4 deg

sec ,  (0) = 10� and !z(0) = 4 deg
sec are

illustrated in Figures 3 and 4, which demonstrate the
excellent performance of the proposed algorithm. The
case study in this paper is a satellite whose moment
of inertia is J = diag

�
2:13 3:04 3:09

�
kgm2. The
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Figure 3. Small angles tracking (comparison of the proposed algorithm with conventional Model Reference Adaptive
Control (MRAC) algorithm).

Figure 4. Input torques (comparison of the proposed
algorithm with conventional Model Reference Adaptive
Control (MRAC) algorithm for small angles tracking).

maneuvers presented here are just scenarios which
show the designed controller performance and are not
necessarily practical scenarios.

In Figure 5, the results for large angle tracking is
shown. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate small angle tracking
by the conventional MRAC introduced in Ref. [19],
(Eq. (38)). As shown, the performance is not suitable
i.e., small oscillations in the pitch, roll and yaw are
observed and the consumed energy of the controller is
too high, i.e. the control e�ort (

R
u2dt) is too much.

Figure 5 shows that tracking larger angles via a con-
ventional MRAC algorithm is not satisfactory, but the
proposed algorithm introduced in this article illustrates
a desired tracking performance. Therefore, in the
following scenarios, only the responses of the proposed
algorithm are investigated under several conditions.

In Figure 6 the controlled satellite outputs in the
presence of un-molded sensor noise has been illustrated.
In this research, the sensor noise bound is assumed to
be 0.2 degrees.

Numerical results for 30% uncertainties in the
moments of inertia matrix are shown in Figure 7.

The results presented in Figure 8 show the proper
performance of the MRAC controller in the presence of
30% uncertainties. 30% uncertainties in the moment of
inertia matrices lead to the controller input oscillation
at the beginning of the attitude correction maneuver.

The maximum in�nity norm of gravity gradient
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Figure 5. Comparison of the proposed algorithm with conventional Model Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC)
algorithm in large angles tracking: (a) Attitude response and (b) input torques.

Figure 6. Satellite performance in the presence of un-molded sensor noise: (a) Un-modeled sensor noise, (b) attitude
response, and (c) input torques.
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Figure 7. Satellite performance in the presence of uncertainties: (a) Attitude response and (b) input torques.

Figure 8. Satellite performance in the presence of constant and gravity gradient disturbance applied on satellite: (a)
Constant and gravity gradient disturbance, (b) attitude response, and (c) input torques.

torque disturbance in the worst case is considered as:

max(k~Tgk) = 1� 10�6 N.m:

The other disturbance torque, ~Td1, is also assumed
to be in di�erent function forms such as constant,
sinusoidal, trapezoidal and sawtooth, with the afore-
mentioned maximum value (1�10�6 N.m). Therefore,

Figures 9{11 illustrate the satellite outputs in the
presence of constant, sinusoidal, trapezoidal and saw-
tooth environmental disturbances with addition gravity
gradient disturbance.

According to Figures 3{11, suitable and accept-
able satellite controlled outputs, veri�es the excellent
performance of the designed algorithm. Additionally,
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Figure 9. Satellite performance in the presence of sinusoidal and gravity gradient disturbance applied on satellite: (a)
Sinusoidal and gravity gradient disturbance, (b) attitude response, and (c) input torques.

Figure 10. Satellite performance in the presence of trapezoidal and gravity gradient disturbance applied on satellite: (a)
Trapezoidal and gravity gradient disturbance, (b) attitude response, and (c) input torques.
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Figure 11. Satellite performance in the presence of sawtooth and gravity gradient disturbance applied on satellite: (a)
Sawtooth and gravity gradient disturbance, (b) attitude response, and (c) input torques.

the designed algorithm is able to successfully elim-
inate the environmental disturbance e�ects on the
outputs.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a new discrete-time adaptive control for a
3-axis stabilized satellite is designed. In this algorithm,
with the addition of the di�erence parameters between
the linear and nonlinear model, di in the controller
algorithm and addition of the estimation error to the
control law, the e�ect of disturbances and unmolded
dynamics have been properly decreased. The designed
controller's performance for the prescribed motion is
e�ective, and results from simulation of the control
algorithm in the presence of uncertainties, un-modeled
sensor noise and environmental disturbance, prove its
performance and accuracy; while, conventional Model
Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC) exhibits poor
performance even in small angles of pitch, roll and yaw
maneuvers. The advantages of this control algorithm
are its suitability in tracking, simplicity of implemen-
tation, and high adaptation speed. Consequently, it
can be concluded that the approach provided in this
research is e�ective.
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